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 At release, the game received mediocre reviews, with Metacritic awarding it a rating of 61/100, and PC Gamer awarding it a
6/10. Gameplay The game features multiple game modes and nine tracks: Race – A race on a single track for a single event.
Chase – A race on a single track with the event time . Each AI-controlled car has a time threshold . When this threshold is

exceeded, the car will take off to win. Destroy – A race on a track with multiple events, where the goal is to destroy all cars.
Match – A race with nine other players, with six different AI-controlled cars. In a . The winning cars are worth , with a total of

the highest five cars . Battle – A battle with a fixed number of AI-controlled cars. Three races with the same number of AI-
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controlled cars and a round total can be played. Dodgeball – A battle where the goal is to hit each opponent with a ball. Tour – A
race on a track with multiple events, with nine different AI-controlled cars, each with a fixed time threshold . When the time is

over, the AI-controlled car will restart from the beginning. Track Chase – A race on a track with multiple events, with eight
different AI-controlled cars, where the time runs in half-second intervals. Each AI-controlled car will accelerate the time by .

When the time is over, the AI-controlled car will explode. Time Bomb – A race on a track with three events, with four different
AI-controlled cars and three doors. Each car has three slots with a number of bombs. When a slot is open, a bomb will fire out

and explode after a time. The car with the most bombs on the race wins. In the later parts of the game, new tracks can be
unlocked. Plot The story in FlatOut 2 revolves around a street race in . A police cruiser crashes the race with a . A group of

criminals, who are running the drug-smuggling operations of the city, start a gang war between two rival gangs . Development
FlatOut 2 was developed by Bugbear Entertainment and published by . Reception Critical response The game received mixed

reviews. PC Gamer gave FlatOut 2 a 6/10, with a metacritic rating of 61/100. 520fdb1ae7
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